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Communism in Chile

Karl Mam in his Manifesto of the Communist Pmty and other writings formed an
inventive and ideal theory of ordering government and society. Man's theories are based
around the condemnation of capitalism. His early writings focused on the separatism that

is brought about by such an ideology. Those writings, along with many others who would

follow him, had impacts on numerous countries around the world throughout various eras
of history. In those countries, the citizens and revolutionaries adapted the ideology born
by Marx to frt their glven needs and demands. Examining the appearance of Mamist

thought in South America, this paper will focus particularly on the socialist movement
and regime that occurred in Chile, how this movement varied from true Mar:<ism, and

what the effects of those variances were..

In Mam's view of pure communism, there is no "state." The concept of a state, in
Marxist theory, represents control and power that a dominant class (bureaucrats, police,
bourgeoisie) holds over a less dominate working class (the proletariat) (Sargent

p.la\.

Mam believed that the bourgeoisie ran the state, and in doing so, used government as a
means of suppressing the lower classes from achieving an equal stafus. He argued that
laborers were exploited, and without them no good or service produced had any value.

In

this economic and political structure, Mam felt that the proletariat would never be able to
enjoy a sense of fulfillment and accomplishment (Sargent p.147). This was one of the

Mar:r's biggest critiques of a capitalist-based political system.

'
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Marxist views of such an unworkable system inevitably call for change. The

writer believed that change would come from

a movement

of the lower class majority. In

Contemporary Polrtical ldeologies, author Lyman Tower Sargent describes classes as:

"economic in nature and are groups ordered according to their relationship to the
nonhuman powers of production to each other (Sargent p.155)." Change, Mam believed,

will nafurally come about in the form of a revolution by the lower classes. A revolution
also instills in citizens a sense of accomplishment, or value in the changes they have

brought about. Mam also believed that failures in a capitalist-based economy can further
the drive toward a revolution. Sargent also describes two types of revolutions that can
occur: political and social. "Political revolution takes place when political power is
seized by the proletariat. The social revolution takes place later, first through changes
made in the property relations of the society and second as the superstructure adjust to
these changes (Sargent

p.157);'

As the early twentieth century brought about an expanding economy and

collection of middleclass workers to the Republic of Chile, the nation also saw the
emergence of worker's unions. lnThe Htstory of Chile, author John Rector describes how

the earliest unions developed in the various industries, and were influenced by ideas from

immigrant workers (Rector p. 119). These new ideas were referred to as the anarchosyndicalist movement, and were similar to Marxist ideals in that they viewed the
structures of govemment and laws, etc. favored the upper class and their values (Rector

p.11e).
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Two leading union groups emerged: the Socialist Worker's Party and the
Federacion Obrera de Chile (FOCh) in the early 1900s (Alexander pg. 89). By the time

of

Russian Revolution lur,l9l7, there had been several workers' strikes in Chile over

unsuitable conditions. Around this same time, the Socialist Worker's Party leader Luis

Emilio Recabarren founded the Chilean Communist Party, which placed the SWP and
FOCh under an umbrella of his leadership. Many anarcho-syndicalists disassociated
themselves with the unions at this point, citing that labor organizations need not be

involved in politics. Worker's strikes continued, and when inflation skyrocketed post

World War I, the government feared the response from labour and declared a state of
siege. lnlgz4,Recabarren committed suicide, leaving of a vacuum for leadership of the
Communist Party in his wake. Manuel Hidalgo assumed the role of leader for the
Communist Party, and Elias Lafferte became the head of FOCh. However, the loss

of

Recaberran, along with the political atnosphere of Chile during the time drove the two
groups to divide once again.
Once politicians and policy makers began to sympathize, or at least adopt the
ideas of the working and middle classes, the country began to see change. The first
these changes citme

in

1932 when a coup d'etat established the Socialist Republic

of

of

Chile. This came about by actions of both military members and some socialist groups as
a response to the dictatorship

of prior leader, General Carlos Ibanez del Campo.

Unfortunately, this new government only lasted one hundred days, until the citizens then
called for a return to the presidential system.
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Around 1938, the Socialist, Radical and Communist Parties of Chile united to
form the Popular Front. Concemed with improving a number of social issues, the
Popular Front was influential in supporting candidates for thel938 election. A handful
presidents were in this era of elections, but most had

of

difficulty implementing any Popular

Front ideals due to international economic affairs and the escalation of World War II.
Several decades would pass and bring numerous political factions to power in Chile, but
also we would see the continuous growth in the middle class.

By the 1970 election, the Popular Front had reinvented itself as the Unidad
Popular and sought, once again, to back a candidate for office. Salvador Allende one a

narrow election for president, yet his election left some very nervous. Conservatives in
Chile were uneasy about what this new Marxist leader would bring to office. There were
even movements from outside of Chile, like that of the United States Central lntelligence

Agency, to block and/or hinder Allende from taking office. It seems there was much
speculation of what would come from having a Mar:rist as a head of state. In office,

Allende launched a revolution that he dubbed: "one of wine and cakes." This was to be
an economic revolution, one that would focus on bridging the gap between the working
class and the upper class. Allende also made changes to the education curriculum as well
as nationalized the copper

industry. His plans were not entirely successful however, as

.

the upper class were not completely cooperative. Business owners were upset with the

nationalization of the copper industry, the upper class relocated their savings so it would
not be affected by Allende's economic redistribution, and workers began looking for

work outside of Chile. The citizens of Chile began to will the military to become
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involved. On September 1ltr, 1973,themilitary relieved Allende from office and reestablished order.

The elements of Marx and Communism are different in Chile than in many other
nations with a communist party. Vladimir Lenin was one of many of Man<'s followers.

Lenin realized the importance of a revolution in a class struggle such as that between the
proletariat and the bourgeois. He formed the Bolshevik Party, which influenced the

working class and motivated them toward revolution. Lenin followed the elements and
characteristics of Marxism, yet put more emphasis in the need for a revolution and the
association of imperialism with capitalism. Regardless, Lenin was the first of many to
fine-tune the theories of Karl Marx.

lnlgzl

the Chinese Communist Parlry (CCP) was founded. Mao Zedongbecame

familiar with the party, and was important to communism as he reformed the principles

of Soviet communism and eventually became the leader of the CCP. Mao felt that it was
important in China to view the proletariat as the peasants, not the working class. In

Chin4 it was the peasants who were dealt the unfair hand; it was they who would be most
instrumental in a revolt against capitalism. Zedongalso put heavy emphasis on

revolution, even more so than Lenin. He felt that guerrilla tactics, where the peasants

would stage an attackand then retreat to refuge, would be the most advantageous in a
revolution (Sargent pg. 153).
Chile's involvement with Communist ideals is a much more gradual process what
one sees in other countries that have dealt with the ideology. In Chile, the support

of

ideas such as distribution of wealth, and worker's rights grows along with that size of the
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middle and working classes. However there is never a point where the sentiment of the
Chilean proletariat is so great that it drives them into a revolution of government.
Despite the leadership of the time, be it military rule, socialist, or Christian Democrat, the
Communist Party in Chile takes on more of apolitical party role than it does a forum for

revolution. The Chilean Communists are more similar in nature; it seems, to Democrats
in America than they are with the Communists that sought revolution in Russia and in
China.
True Marxism says there is no state, and there is a call for change. In Russian and
China, we see that a state is in place, but for the purpose of regulating the ideals

of

distribution of labor, wealth, etc. Change came for both in the form of a forceful
revolution. For Chile, there is always a "state" in place and even when a Marxist controls

it, it does not vary much from the presidency and government of any other capitalist
nation. There is no revolution by the communists of Chile, but instead, a steadfast union
that continues to improve the quality of life and work for the lower and middle classes.
The closest "revolution" of Chile we see by the communists, is an attempt at an economic
overhaul meant to level the playing field of the upper and lower classes.
There are great differences in the manner of how Mam's ideas are carried out

in

Chile as opposed to other countries that have adopted those ideas. Chile did not
experience as an abrupt and immediate reform as did others. However, the proletariat

of

Chile was not under as harsh of conditions as other nations that became communist
experienced. In Chile, it seems that the ideas of Marx were adopted not to restructure the
class system, but to help the lower classes get a better foothold in society. The way

in
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which Marx's ideas are used in Chilean politics is actually very interesting. Although the
changes that workers in Chile may see are slight and over an extended period of time,

they are improving their situation without a revolution.
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